Have you ever had a dog that eats so fast they get sick? I have built a contraption that is supposed to slow down the eating of your dog. Most dogs eat fast because it is in their nature. Their ancestors used to eat fast, because if they didn’t eat quickly they didn’t eat because other dogs would have stolen or devoured their food, so dogs today just naturally eat fast. My design makes it so that the portions of food that the dog receives are smaller. Its worked by the dog. The dog will pull the little toy on the string that is dangling down, and food will pour out. The dog is supposed to stop and realize there is food, when they are done eating they will start over with pulling the little toy. When all of the food is gone the dog will be finished. The amount of food that would be placed in the bowl is enough for one meal. When I tested this I found that it slowed the dog’s eating down a lot, and that is critical for the dog to have time to swallow the food, because you only want to see it once.